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Metallic surfaces can have unusual effects on fluorophores such as increasing or decreasing the rates of
radiative decay and the rates of resonance energy transfer (RET). In the present article we describe the effects
of metallic silver island films on the emission spectra,
lifetimes, and energy transfer for several fluorophores.
The fluorophores are not covalently coupled to the silver
islands so that there are a range of fluorophore-to-metal
distances. We show that proximity of fluorophores to the
silver islands results in increased fluorescence intensity,
with the largest enhancement for the lowest-quantumyield fluorophores. Importantly, the metal-induced
increases in intensity are accompanied by decreased
lifetimes and increased photostability. These effects
demonstrate that the silver islands have increased the
radiative decay rates of the fluorophore. For solventsensitive fluorophores the emission spectra shifted to
shorted wavelengths in the presence of the silver islands, which is consistent with a decrease of the apparent lifetime for fluorophores near the metal islands. We
also observed an increased intensity and blue spectral
shift for the protein human glyoxalase, which displays a
low quantum yield for its intrinsic tryptophan emission.
In this case the blue shift is thought to be due to increased emission from a buried low-quantum-yield tryptophan residue. Increased intensities were also observed for the intrinsic emission of the nucleic acid
bases adenine and thymine and for single-stranded 15mers poly(T) and poly(C). And finally, we observed increased RET for donors and acceptors in solution and
when bound to double-helical DNA. These results demonstrate that metallic particles can be used to modify
the emission from intrinsic and extrinsic fluorophores
in biochemical systems. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
0003-2697/02 $35.00
© 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
All rights reserved.

Fluorescence experiments are typically performed in
sample geometries that are large relative to the size of
the fluorophores and relative to the absorption and
emission wavelengths. In this arrangement the fluorophores radiate into free space. Most of our knowledge
and intuition about fluorescence is derived from the
spectral properties observed in these free-space conditions. However, the presence of nearby metallic surfaces or particles can alter the free-space condition,
which can result in dramatic spectral changes which
are distinct from those observable in the absence of
metal surfaces. For clarity we note that “metal” refers
to a highly conducting particle or surface, and not
metal ions or oxides. Remarkably, metal surfaces can
increase or decrease the radiative decay rates of fluorophores and increase the extent of resonance energy
transfer (RET). 1 These effects are due to interactions of
the excited-state fluorophores with free electrons in the
metal, which polarize the metal and impose a reactive
field on the fluorophore. These effects have been the
subject of many publications (1– 6). The effects of metallic surfaces are complex and include quenching at
short distances, spatial variation of the incident light
field, and changes in the radiative decay rates. It has
also been predicted that metallic particles can increase
the rate of energy transfer (7, 8). Different effects are
1
Abbreviations used: AFM, atomic force microscopy; AO, acridine
orange; BF, basic fucsin; bpy, 2,2⬘-bipyridine; CT, calf thymus; DAPI,
4⬘,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; dppz, dipyrido[3,2-a:2⬘,3⬘-c]phenazine; DMF, dimethylformamide; DODCI, 3,3⬘-diethyloxadicarbocyanine iodide; ErB, erythrosin B; phen, 9,10-phenanthroline; prodan,
6-propionyl-2-(dimethylamino)naphthalene; Py2, pyridine 2; R6G,
rhodamine 6G; RhB, rhodamine B; RB, rose bengal; RET, resonance
energy transfer; SERS, surface-enhanced Raman scattering; SIF,
silver island film.
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expected for mirrors, subwavelength or semitransparent
metal surfaces, silver island films, and metal colloids.
In our opinion, the effects of metallic surfaces provide a unique opportunity to increase the radiative
decay rate of fluorophores. The radiative decay rate of
the fluorophore normally is a fundamental property of
a fluorophore. This rate is determined by the extinction
coefficient (9) and is only weakly dependent on environment. The radiative decay rate varies in proportion
to the extinction coefficient (9). In the absence of optical
discontinuities the radiative rate and extinction coefficient change by only a few percent between different
transparent media. In most fluorescence experiments
the spectral changes are due to extrinsic factors that
provide additional routes of nonradiative decay, including quenching, RET, and changes in temperature.
However, unusual spectral changes are expected for
metal-induced changes in the radiative rates. If the
radiative rate increases one expects the quantum yield
to increase while the lifetime decreases, and vice versa.
Increases in the radiative rate can result in useful
emission from weakly fluorescent molecules. Some of
these predicted effects have been confirmed by experiments (10 –12).
In the present article we describe the effects of metal
island films on the intensity and intensity decays of
fluorophores with various quantum yields and on biochemical fluorophores. Metal island films consist of
subwavelength size patches of metal on inert substrates. These particles display surface plasmon absorption, which in the small particle limit can be calculated from the real and imaginary dielectric
constants of the metal (13–15). The expected effects of
metals on biochemical fluorophores have been summarized in a recent review (16). We now show that proximity to silver islands results in a preferential increase
in intensity of low-quantum-yield fluorophores, and
that the lifetimes decrease as the intensities increase.
In our case the sample is placed between two silver
island films. Metal surfaces are shown to result in blue
shifts in the emission spectra of solvent-sensitive fluorophores, which we attribute to decreased lifetimes
near the metal surfaces. We also show increased apparent Forster distances for donors and acceptors
bound to DNA. And finally we show increases in the
intrinsic emission of nucleic acid bases and singlestranded DNA. In the Appendix we provide a more
quantitative theory and interpretation of the data from
our heterogeneous samples. We believe the use of
metal surfaces provides numerous opportunities for
new methods in fluorescence spectroscopy.
THEORY

The theory for the interaction of fluorophores with metals is complex. An understanding of the physics of these

interactions requires solving Maxwell’s equations for assumed metallic surfaces and fluorophores (17). We do not
consider the underlying physics, but instead focus on the
expected spectral changes. In the absence of external
quenching processes the lifetime ( 0) and quantum yield
(Q 0) of a fluorophore are determined by the rate of radiative decays (⌫) and the rate of nonradiative decay to the
ground state (k nr). The quantum yield is given by
Q 0 ⫽ ⌫/共⌫ ⫹ k nr兲.

[1]

The observed lifetime in the absence of other quenching interactions is given by

 0 ⫽ 共⌫ ⫹ k nr兲 ⫺1 .

[2]

The natural lifetime of a fluorophore ( N) is the inverse
of the radiative decay rate ( N ⫽ ⌫ ⫺1), which is the
lifetime if k nr ⫽ 0 or Q ⫽ 1.0. The natural lifetime as
well as the extinction coefficient of a fluorophore is
determined by the oscillator strength of the electronic
transition (9) and by the photonic mode density (3). In
a continuous transparent medium the photonic mode
density is spatially invariant and is completely defined
by the refractive index of the medium, which results in
a well-known expression for the natural lifetime (9).
The measured lifetime of a fluorophore can be increased or decreased by changing the value of k nr.
Suppose the fluorophore is exposed to a collisional
quencher or other nonradiative process with a rate
k q[Qu] which competes with emission, where [Qu] is
the concentration of quencher and k q is the biomolecular quenching constant. In this case the quantum
yield (Q) and lifetime () are given by
Q ⫽ ⌫/共⌫ ⫹ k nr ⫹ k q关Qu兴兲,

[3]

 ⫽ 共⌫ ⫹ k nr ⫹ k q关Qu兴兲 ⫺1 .

[4]

These expressions show that the quantum yield and
lifetimes of the quenched (Eqs. [3] and [4]) or unquenched (Eqs. [1] and [2]) fluorophore increase or
decrease together with changes in quenching or the
nonradiative decay rates.
The presence of a nearby metallic surface can modify
the radiative rate of an excited fluorophore. Suppose a
fluorophore is located at a given distance from a metallic surface and that the radiative rate increases and
is given by ⌫ m. The quantum yield (Q m) and lifetime
( m) of the fluorophore are now given by
Qm ⫽

⌫ ⫹ ⌫m
,
⌫ ⫹ ⌫ m ⫹ k nr

 m ⫽ 共⌫ ⫹ ⌫ m ⫹ k nr兲 ⫺1 .

[5]
[6]
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Q m and a lifetime  m. In this region we assume the
radiative rate is increased by a factor G F and is given
by ⌫ m ⫽ G F⌫. It is also possible that the absorption in
this region is increased by a factor G A, yielding an
effective extinction coefficient ⑀ m ⫽ G A⑀ 0, where ⑀ 0 is
the free-space, extinction coefficient. As shown in the
Appendix the ratio of intensities between the SIFs (S)
to that between the quartz (Q) plates is given by
I S d ⫺ 2共d m ⫹ d q兲 2G Ad m G F共⌫ ⫹ k nr兲
⫽
⫹
.
IQ
d
d
G F⌫ ⫹ k nr

[7]

One can see that the ratio of observed intensities depends on the thickness of the enhanced volume, the
enhancement of absorption and emission, and the relative quantum yield:
FIG. 1. Effect of metal-induced increase in ⌫ m on the yield enhancement (Q m/Q 0 ) and quantum yield of fluorophores in the presence of
a metal (Q m) with various quantum yields (Q 0 ).

In principle ⌫ m can take on values from ⫺⌫ to ⬁. Suppose a fluorophore displays a low quantum yield, which
implies k nr Ⰷ ⌫. As the value of ⌫ m increases, the
lifetime decreases. However, in contrast to collisional
quenching (Eqs. [3] and [4]), the quantum yield increases. Examination of Eq. [5] suggests that high
quantum yields can be obtained whenever ⌫ m is comparable to k nr.
It is informative to consider the effects of increases in
the value of ⌫ m for fluorophores with different quantum
yields. Figure 1 shows the expected enhancements
(Q m/Q 0 ) and quantum yields (Q m) for a fluorophore in
a homogeneous environment for various values of ⌫ m.
As ⌫ m becomes larger than ⌫ the emission of the fluorophore is increased (Q m/Q 0 ⬎ 1), and the quantum
yield increases. Importantly, these effects are larger
for fluorophores with lower quantum yields. A quantum yield of unity cannot be increased by an increase
in ⌫ m. However, the lifetime can be decreased (Eq. [6]).

Q m G F共⌫ ⫹ k nr兲
⫽
.
Q0
G F⌫ ⫹ k nr

[8]

We consider two limiting cases, the first where both the
absorption and emission are equally enhanced (G F ⫽
G A ⫽ G), and the second where only the emission is
affected by the SIFs (G A ⫽ 1.0). At present it is not
possible to recover all the parameters in eq. [7]. Instead
we make reasonable assumptions to estimate the values of G and d m.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Procedure for Making Silver Nanoparticle Films
The chemicals used to generate silver particles, silver nitrate (99⫹%), sodium hydroxide (pellets, 97%),
ammonium hydroxide (NH 3 content 28 –30%), and
D-glucose (99.5%) were purchased from Aldrich/Sigma
and used without further purification. All procedures
were performed using distilled water which was fur-

Relative Intensities with and without SIFs
In this article we report values of the fluorescence
intensity between quartz plates in the absence of SIFs
(I Q) and between silver island films (I S). The experimental geometry is shown in Scheme 1. The sample
consists of two quartz plates, which may be uncoated
(one part of sample) or coated with SIFs. The sample is
about 1 m thick. Most of the sample is distant from
the SIFs and displays an unperturbed quantum yield
Q 0 and a lifetime  0. Some of the sample is in close
proximity to the SIFs and is quenched, Q q ⫽ 0. For our
purposes the important part of the sample is in the
enhanced region of thickness d m with a quantum yield

SCHEME 1. Schematic for a fluorophore solution between two
silver island films. The solid ellipsoids represent the silver island
films.
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ther purified by Millipore filtration. Silver islands were
formed on quartz microscope slides. The use of quartz
provided UV transmission and less autofluorescence.
The quartz slides used to deposit silver particles were
soaked in a 10:1 (v/v) mixture of H 2SO 4 (95–98%) and
H 2O 2 (30%) overnight before the deposition. They were
washed with water and air-dried prior to use.
Silver deposition was carried out in a clean 30-ml
beaker equipped with a Teflon-coated stir bar. To a fast
stirring silver nitrate solution (0.22 g in 26 ml of Millipore water), 8 drops of fresh 5% NaOH solution were
added. Dark-brownish precipitates formed immediately. Less than 1 ml of ammonium hydroxide was then
added drop by drop to redissolve the precipitates. The
clear solution was cooled to 5°C by placing the beaker
in an ice bath, followed by soaking the cleaned and
dried quartz slides in the solution. At 5°C, a fresh
solution of D-glucose (0.35 g in 4 ml of water) was
added. The mixture was stirred for 2 min at that temperature. Subsequently, the beaker was removed from
the ice bath. The temperature of the mixture was allowed to warm up to 30°C. As the color of the mixture
turning from yellow green to yellowish brown, the color
of the slides become greenish; the slides were removed
and washed with water and bath sonicated for 1 min at
room temperature. After being rinsed with water several times, the slides were stored in water for several
hours prior to the experiments. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies of nanoparticles were carried out
using a Nanoscope IIIa (Digital Instruments). All the
images were taken with noncontact silicon nitride
probes (NCL-16) manufactured by Nanosensors. The
cantilevers with these probes have a resonance frequency of approximately 170 kHz and a nominal spring
constant of approximately 40 N/m. Image analysis was
carried out using the Digital Instrument Image processing software. Scheme 2 shows an AFM image of the
SIFs. The size of most silver particles is between 300
and 400 Å. Aggregate particles are also present.
Experimental Procedures
The protein E. coli ␤-galactosidase was obtained by
Sigma and human glyoxalase was obtained using
known procedures (18 –20). The proteins were dissolved in 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 6.5. The concentrations of ␤-galactosidase and human glyoxalase were
0.05 and 0.15 mg/ml, respectively. For these studies of
intrinsic protein fluorescence the excitation wavelength was 295 nm. Adenine, thymine, and calf thymus
DNA were obtained from Sigma. Poly(T) and poly(C),
each 15 bases long, were obtained from the Biopolymer
Core facility at the University of Maryland School of
Medicine, and were dissolved in 10 mM phosphate
buffer, pH 7.0.

SCHEME 2. Atomic force microscope image of the silver island
film on quartz.

Emission spectra were obtained using a SLM 8000
spectrofluorometer. Intensity decays were measured in
the frequency domain using instrumentation described
previously (20, 21). For rhodamine B (RhB) and rose
bengal (RB) the excitation was at 514 nm from the
approximate 78-MHz output of a mode-locked argon
ion laser. For the frequency-domain measurements the
emission was observed through a combination of a
glass cutoff filter (Corning 3-69) and a 580-nm interference filter. For all steady-state and frequencydomain measurements the excitation was vertically
polarized and the emission observed through a horizontally oriented polarizer to minimize scattered light.
The frequency-domain intensity decay data were analyzed in terms of the multiexponential model
I共t兲 ⫽

冘 ␣ exp共⫺t/ 兲,
i

i

[9]

i

where  i are the lifetimes with amplitudes ␣ i and ¥
␣ i ⫽ 1.0. Fitting to the multiexponential model was
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FIG. 2. Absorption spectrum of silver islands deposited on a quartz
plate.

performed as described previously (22). The contribution of each component to the steady-state intensity is
given by
fi ⫽

␣ i i
.
¥ j ␣ j j

[10]

The mean lifetime is given by

 ⫽

冘 f,
i i
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between uncoated quartz plates (Q) or silver island
films (S). We selected these two fluorophores because of
their similar absorption and emission spectra but different quantum yields of 0.48 and 0.02 for RhB and RB,
respectively. In the case of RhB the intensities are
similar in the absence and presence of these silver
islands (Fig. 4, top). There may be a small increase in
the RhB intensity due to the silver islands. Since the
quantum yield of RhB is high, it cannot be substantially increased by the silver islands.
It is of interest to consider the magnitude of the
metal-induced spectral changes which could account
for the approximate 20% increase in intensity seen for
RhB between SIFs. Suppose the quenching and enhancement values had a thickness d q ⫽ d m ⫽ 100 Å,
and the total sample thickness d ⫽ 10,000 Å. Assume
further that the SIFs increase both the absorption and
radiative rate by 20-fold. Then using Eqs. [7] and [8],
and the data in Table 3 (below), the expected value of
I S/I Q is 1.34. This value is reasonably close to the
measured value of I S/I Q, 1.20. We note that we are not
attempting to fit the data to Eq. [7], but rather are
asking what range of effects on ⌫ and ⑀ 0 are consistent
with the observation.
Contrasting results were obtained for rose bengal
(Fig. 4, bottom). In this case the intensity increased

[11]

where ¥ f i ⫽ 1.0.
RESULTS

Silver Island Films and Experimental Geometry
Figure 2 shows the absorption spectra of our silver
island films. This spectrum indicates that the particles
are subwavelength in size. In the small-particle limit
the absorption maximum due to this plasmon resonance is expected to be near 380 nm (23, 24). Our
absorption maximum above 400 nm can be due to an
asymmetric effective shape of the particles with an
axial ratio near 1.5 to 1.0 (23) and is also consistent
with silver particles with spherical dimensions near
40 –50 nm (25–27). The shape and size distribution of
the particles is almost certainly heterogeneous.
To determine the effects of silver islands on fluorescence the samples were placed between two such silver
island plates. From the absorption spectra of rose bengal between two quartz plates or two silver islandcoated plates (Fig. 3) we estimate the distance between
the plates to be 1 to 1.5 m.
Effects of Silver Island Films on Emission Spectra
of Rhodamine B and Rose Bengal
As an initial experiment we examined the emission
spectra of rhodamine B (RhB) and rose bengal (RB)

FIG. 3. Absorption spectra of rose bengal in a 0.1-mm cuvette (top),
between quartz plates (middle), and between quartz slides coated
with silver islands (bottom).
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15 min. As the deposition time increases, the plasmon
absorption increases and the absorption maximum
shifts to longer wavelengths. For RhB the emission
intensity was not affected by the deposition time (Fig.
5). For rose bengal progressively larger enhancements
were found for larger amounts of deposited silver (Figs.
6 and 7). We attempted to examine these effects of still
higher densities of silver on the quartz slides. However, the emission spectra of RhB and rose bengal were
distorted for higher plasmon absorption (not shown).
Effect of Silver Island Films on Photostability

FIG. 4. Emission spectra of rhodamine B (top) and rose bengal
(bottom) between silver island films (S) or unsilvered quartz
plates (Q).

about five-fold in the presence of silver islands. It is
important to recognize that the increased intensity
observed for RB represents an underestimation of the
quantum yield of RB near the silver islands. This is
because only a small fraction of the RB molecules are
within the distance over which metallic surfaces can
exert effects. The region of varying photonic mode density is expected to extend about /4 or 200 Å into the
solution. Hence only about 4% of the liquid volume
between the plates is within the active volume. This
suggests that the quantum yield of RB within 200 Å of
the islands is increased 125-fold. Of course this is
larger than possible if the quantum yield of 0.02 is
correct. Nonetheless, the spectrum for RB in Fig. 4
indicates a substantial increase in quantum yield for
the molecule within 200 Å of the silver islands. We
calculated the expected intensity ratio for RB using the
same parameter values used for RhB. This calculation
predicts a ratio of 2.8, which is roughly comparable to
the measured ratio.
We questioned how the effects seen in Fig. 4 depended on the density of the silver island films. We
examined the enhancement for RhB (Fig. 5) and rose
bengal (Fig. 6) as the amount of deposited silver increased. This was accomplished by allowing the
cleaned quartz slides to remain in the silver deposition
solution for various amounts of time ranging from 6 to

The photostability of fluorophores is an important
property in fluorescence microscopy and in single-molecule detection (28 –30). It is known that this extent of
fluorophore photodecomposition is roughly proportional to the time a fluorophore remains in the excited
state, as has been shown by increased donor photostability in the presence of a RET acceptor (31). This
suggests that the increased radiative decay rates of
fluorophores near metal islands or colloids could result
in increased photostability and easier single-molecule
detection.
We examined the effects of silver island films on the
photostability of RhB and rose bengal. For RhB the
rate of photobleaching was unchanged by the silver
island films (Fig. 8, right), which is consistent with
most of the emission being due to RhB molecules dis-

FIG. 5. Dependence of rhodamine B fluorescence on silver island
film preparation. The emission spectra near silver islands (S) correspond to the numbered absorption spectra (top).
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FIG. 8. Photostability of rose bengal and rhodamine B aqueous
solutions on quartz and on silver island films. The excitation source
was a 543-nm HeNe laser (Melles Griot, 0.8 mW) focused into a
0.5-mm spot.

FIG. 6. Dependence of rose bengal fluorescence on silver island film
preparation. The emission spectra near silver islands (S) correspond
to the numbered absorption spectra (top).

increased local field or rate of excitation because such
effects would increase the rate of photobleaching or
leave the rate unchanged. These results suggest that
fluorophores on metal colloids may provide photostable
probes for microscopy, and that the number of photons
detectable from a single fluorophore can be increased
near metallic particles.
Under the conditions used for Fig. 8 we did not detect
a difference in the photobleaching of RhB between

tant from the metal island films. For rose bengal there
was a dramatic increase in photostability in the presence of the silver island films (Fig. 8, left). This result
is consistent with an increase in the radiative decay
rate of rose bengal in the fraction of molecules close to
the films, and also with the decreased lifetimes (below).
These results indicate that the increased intensity
seen for rose bengal (Figs. 4 and 6) is not due to an

FIG. 7. Dependence of fluorescence enhancement on silver island
film absorption.

FIG. 9. Photostability of rhodamine B in water between quartz
plates (- - -) and between SIFs (—). The excitation source was a
Coherent argon Ion laser at 514 nm.
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FIG. 10. Frequency-domain intensity decays of rhodamine B in
water when placed in a 0.1-mm cuvette (top), between quartz plates
(middle), and between silver islands (bottom). In the lower two
panels the dashed lines represent the FD data for RhB in the 0.1-mm
cuvette (from the top panel).

quartz plates or between SIFs. Hence we increased the
illumination intensity using the 514-nm output of an
argon ion laser. Under these conditions we observed
RhB photobleaching and increased photostability of
RhB between the SIFs (Fig. 9). The difference between
quartz and SIFs increased as the incident intensity
increased. The emission spectra were essentially unchanged at the end of the 300-s photobleaching runs.
We interpret these results as due to photobleaching of
the RhB distant from the silver islands, and the re-

FIG. 11. Frequency-domain intensity decays of rose bengal in water when placed in 0.1-mm cuvette (top), between quartz plates
(middle), and between silver islands (bottom). In the lower two
panels the dashed lines represent the FD data for rose bengal in the
0.1-mm cuvette (from the top panel).

maining signal as due to more photostable RhB molecules close to the silver islands. As shown below, the
intensity decay data support this interpretation.
Effects of Silver Island Films on the Lifetime
of RhB and Rose Bengal
The effects of an increased radiative rate and concentrated electric field can be distinguished by lifetime

TABLE 1

Multiexponential Intensity Decay of Rhodamine B and Rose Bengal Intensity Decays
Fluorophore
Rhodamine B
0.1-mm cuvette
Quartz plates
Silver islands
Rose bengal
0.1-mm cuvette
Quartz plates
Silver islands
a

 ⫽ ¥ f i  i (Eq. [11]).

 (ns) a

 1 (ns)

 2 (ns)

␣1

␣2

f1

f2

 R2

1.57
1.67
1.63

1.57
0.44
0.14

—
1.81
1.81

1.0
0.318
0.597

—
0.682
0.403

1.0
0.102
0.105

0
0.898
0.895

1.7
2.9
3.8

0.094
0.079
0.039

0.094
0.003
0.006

—
0.115
0.206

1.0
0.644
0.994

—
0.356
0.006

1.0
0.321
0.831

0
0.679
0.169

2.6
1.9
1.2
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RhB. This result suggests that scattered light is not the
origin of the short component seen for RhB between
uncoated slides. At present we do not understand the
origin of the 0.44-ns component for RhB between uncoated quartz plates.
Frequency-domain intensity decays for rose bengal
are shown in Fig. 11. In a cuvette the decay is a single
exponential with  ⫽ 94 ps. The decay become slightly
heterogeneous for rose bengal between uncoated
quartz plates. However, the intensity decay of rose
bengal changed dramatically when between silver islands. In this case the dominant lifetime became a 6-ps
component, which we assign to rose bengal molecules
adjacent to the silver islands. This dramatic decrease
in the lifetime of rose bengal is consistent with the
increased photostability seen near the silver islands
(Fig. 8).
The photobleaching results suggested that the fluorophores in the bulk solution were being destroyed
while those near the silver islands were more photostable. If this is true then one expects a progressive
increase in the fractional intensity of the short-lived
component as the sample is illuminated. Hence we
measured the frequency domain intensity decays dur-

FIG. 12. Frequency-domain intensity decays of RhB between SIFs
during photobleach at 514 nm.

measurements. An increase in the radiative rate will
decrease the lifetime (Eq. [6]) whereas an increased
rate of excitation will not change the lifetime. We measured the intensity decays of RhB and rose bengal in
the absence and presence of silver islands. In a standard cuvette the intensity decay of RhB was found to
be a single exponential with a lifetime  ⫽ 1.56 ns (Fig.
10). In the presence of silver islands the intensity decay
becomes heterogeneous. The data could be fit to two
decay times (Table 1), with the long lifetime of 1.81 ns
being comparable to that found in a cuvette. A short
lifetime of 0.14 ns appeared for RhB between the silver
islands which we attribute to RhB molecules in close
proximity to the silver islands. The fractional steadystate intensity of this short component is about 10%.
Control measurements showed that this component
was not due to scattered light. Measurements were
also performed for RhB between quartz plates without
silver islands. In this case the decay was also double
exponential, but less heterogeneous than in the presence of islands. Nonetheless it is clear that a shortlifetime component appears for RhB between silver
islands. Control measurements showed there was no
significant intensity for the quartz slides alone without

FIG. 13. Frequency-domain intensity decays of RB between SIFs
during photobleaching at 514 nm.
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TABLE 2

Multiexponential Intensity Decay of Rhodamine B and Rose Bengal between Silver Islands
When Illuminated with 514 nm, 50 mW from Argon Ion Laser
Illumination
Rhodamine B
0 min
2.5 min
5 min
Rose bengal
0 min
2.5 min
5 min
a

 (ns) a

 1 (ns)

 2 (ns)

␣1

␣2

f1

f2

 R2

1.59
1.19
1.06

0.16
0.13
0.10

1.74
1.47
1.54

0.543
0.751
0.884

0.457
0.249
0.116

0.100
0.206
0.332

0.900
0.794
0.668

1.7
4.3
3.6

0.082
0.063
0.035

0.035
0.018
0.006

0.19
0.17
0.16

0.924
0.957
0.990

0.076
0.043
0.010

0.693
0.707
0.805

0.307
0.293
0.195

1.6
1.1
1.0

 ⫽ ¥ f i  i .

ing photobleaching. For both RhB (Fig. 12) and RB
(Fig. 13) we see a progressive shift to higher frequencies during photobleaching. The multiexponential
analyses are summarized in Table 2. For RhB, illumination with 50 mM at 514 nm resulted in a progressive
increase in the component near 0.15 ns. For RB, illumination resulted in a progressive increase in a component with a decay time near 20 ps. These results
support our claim for a short-lifetime photostable component near the silver islands.
It is of interest to consider the observed short lifetime values and expected values for an assumed enhancement factor G F. Using the parameter values in
Table 3 for rose bengal (below) one can calculate a
20-fold increase in ⌫ results in a decay time of 0.16 ns,
in good agreement with the observed short component
(Table 2). However, a 20-fold increase in ⌫ for RB
results in a predicted lifetime of 65 ps, considerably
longer than the observed values from 6 to 35 ps. We
suspect the difference lies in the lower quantum yield
of RB as compared with RhB, and this selective observation of the RB molecules closest to the silver islands.

Effect of Quantum Yield on Silver Island
Enhancements
The results from RhB and rose bengal were consistent with our expectations. Nonetheless, we were concerned with possible artifacts due to dye binding to the
surfaces or other unknown effects. For this reason we
examined a number of additional fluorophores between
uncoated quartz plates and between silver island films.
Emission spectra of four fluorophores are shown in Fig.
14. In all cases the emission was more intense for the
solution between the silver islands. For example,
[Ru(bpy) 3] 2⫹ and [Ru(phen) 2dppz] 2⫹ have quantum
yields near 0.02 and ⬍0.001, respectively (32–35). A
larger enhancement was found for [Ru(phen) 2dppz] 2⫹
than for [Ru(bpy) 3] 2⫹ (Fig. 14). The enhancements for
10 different fluorophore solutions are shown in Fig. 15.
In all cases lower bulk-phase quantum yields result in
larger enhancements for samples between silver island
films. Additionally, we examined [Ru(phen) 2dppz] 2⫹ in
water– dimethylformamide (DMF) mixtures (Fig. 16).
This compound is quenched by water and the largest

TABLE 3

Photophysical Parameters for the Fluorophores in Fig. 15
Fluorophore

Q

 (ns)

k nr (ns ⫺1)

⌫ (ns ⫺1)

I S/I Q (obs)

I S/I Q (calc) b

I S/I Q (calc) c

I S/I Q (calc) d

RhB (1) a
RhB (2)
Rose bengal (3)
Rose bengal (4)
Erythrosin B (5)
[Ru(bpy) 3] 2⫹ (6)
Rose bengal (7)
Basic Fuscin (8)
[Ru(bpy) 2(dppz)] 2⫹ (9)
[Ru(bpy) 2(dppz)] 2⫹ (10)

0.95
0.48
0.26
0.18
0.035
0.023
0.02
0.018
0.009
ⱕ0.001

3.04
1.58
0.97
0.86
0.08
350
0.09
0.01
—
—

0.02
0.33
0.76
0.95
12.1
0.003
10.9
98
—
—

0.31
0.30
0.27
0.21
0.44
5.7 ⫻ 10 ⫺5
0.22
2
—
—

1.1
1.24
1.7
1.9
2.95
4.7
4.9
5.1
8.8
18.0

1.09
1.20
1.37
1.54
3.53
4.62
5.06
5.41
8.27
18.1

1.01
1.11
1.29
1.46
3.49
4.59
5.04
5.40
8.28
18.1

1.47
1.89
2.51
3.03
6.40
7.25
7.51
7.69
8.67
9.82

a

Numbers correspond to those in Fig. 15.
Calculated using Eq. [A5] with G F ⫽ 203, G A ⫽ 17, d m ⫽ 31 Å, and d q ⫽ 40 Å fixed.
c
Calculated using G F ⫽ 199, G A ⫽ 1.0 fixed, d m ⫽ 31 Å, and d q ⫽ 40 Å fixed.
d
Calculated using G F ⫽ 20 fixed, G A ⫽ 97, d m ⫽ 23 Å, and d q ⫽ 40 Å.
b
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FIG. 14. Emission spectra of fluorophores in aqueous solution between quartz plates (Q) and between two silver island films (S). The
quantum yield of [Ru(bpy) 3] 2⫹ in air-equilibrated aqueous solution was found to be 0.02, relative to a deoxygenated solution (32, 33).

enhancements were observed for the most-quenched
solutions (Fig. 16). Additionally, the dependence of the
enhancement (I S/I Q) on fluorophore quantum yield
roughly followed the simulation shown in Fig. 1. The
results in Figs. 14 –16 provide strong support for our
assertion that proximity of the fluorophore to the metal
islands resulted in increased quantum yields. It is unlikely that these diverse fluorophores would all bind to
the silver islands or display other unknown effect re-

sults that resulted in enhancements that increased
monotonically with decreased quantum yields.
In the Appendix we attempt a more quantitative
interpretation of the effects seen in Fig. 15. Using this
formalism we compared the data in Figs. 15 and 16
with those predicted for various values of G F, G A, d m,
and d q. We found that the data could be explained by
values of G F near 200, but not by smaller values of
G F ⫽ 20. The larger value of G F is more consistent with
the short-lifetime component observed for RB in water.

FIG. 15. Enhancement of the emission of fluorophores with different quantum yields.

FIG. 16. Enhancement of [Ru(bpy) 2(dppz)] 2⫹ on silver island films
in water–DMF mixtures.
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FIG. 17. Effects of silver island films on solvent-sensitive fluorophores.

For instance, a value of G F for RB predicts a lifetime of
35 ps. Additional studies are needed to clarify the
range of G F and G A values that result from fluorophore–metal interaction.

FIG. 19. Effects of silver island films on nucleic acid bases. The
concentrations of adenine and thymine were 1.2 and 1.3 mM, respectively, in 100 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.

Spectral Shifts in the Presence of Silver Islands
In our recent publication we predicted that solventsensitive fluorophores near silver islands would display emission shifts to shorter wavelengths (16). It is
known that the extent of solvent or spectral relaxation depends on both the fluorescence lifetime () and
the solvent relaxation time ( R). This dependence is
given by

v cg ⫽ v ⬁ ⫹ 共v 0 ⫺ v ⬁ 兲

FIG. 18. Emission spectra of a higher-quantum-yield protein ␤-galactosidase from E. coli (0.05 mg/ml) and a lower-quantum-yield
protein human glyoxalase (0.15 mg/ml) between quartz plates (Q)
and silver island films (S). The excitation wavelength was 295 nm.

R
,
 ⫹ R

[12]

where v cg is the emission center of gravity, and v 0 and
v ⬁ are the initially excited and fully relaxed states,
respectively (36).
Figure 17 shows the emission spectra of two solventsensitive fluorophores between quartz plates and silver
islands. In both cases we observed blue shifts in the
emission, which are consistent with a decreased lifetime of fluorophores near the islands (Eq. [12]). Since
fluorophores within 50 Å of the metal are likely to be
quenched, it is unlikely that the blue shifts seen in Fig.
17 are due to fluorophores bound to the silver islands.
Binding of fluorophores to the uncoated quartz surface
is also unlikely to be the cause of the spectral shifts
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FIG. 20. Effect of silver island films on single-stranded poly(T)
(top) and poly(C) (bottom). The concentrations of poly(T) (15-mer)
and poly(C) (15-mer) were 10 mM in 100 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.
The excitation wavelength was 285 nm.

since uncoated quartz is present for both emission
spectra.
Effects of Silver Islands on Intrinsic Protein
Fluorescence
We examined the emission spectra of two proteins in
the presence and absence of silver islands (Fig. 18).
The proteins ␤-galactosidase and glyoxalase were selected for their modest and low quantum yields. The
quantum yield of E. coli ␤-galactosidase was found to
be 0.18 relative to that of N-acetyl-L-tryptophamide
(NATA) (37) which is reported to be 0.13 (38). The
quantum yield of human glyoxalase was found to be
about 10-fold less and, thus, near 0.013. ␤-Galactosidase is a tetrameric protein, 480,000 molecular weight,
which contains 26 tryptophan residues in each
120,000-Da subunit (39). Human glyoxalase is a
66,000-Da monomer that contains two tryptophan residues (40). For the higher-quantum-yield ␤-galactosidase there was no significant effect of the silver islands
on the emission spectra. For the lower-quantum-yield
human glyoxalase we observed both a blue shift and an
increase in emission intensity. We attribute the spectral changes in Fig. 18 (bottom) as due to increased
emission from a highly quenched tryptophan residue in
glyoxyalase. Because the enhanced emission spectrum
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FIG. 21. Emission of mixture rhodamine 6G (donor) and DODCI
(acceptor) on quartz (Q) and silver island film (S). The emission
spectra in the lower panel are normalized to the donor emission. The
R6G donor and DODCI acceptor concentrations were 4 ⫻ 10 ⫺4 and
4 ⫻ 10 ⫺4 M, respectively. By analogy with similar fluorophores the
Forster distance (R 0 ) exceeds 55 Å.

is blue shifted we conclude the low-quantum-yield
tryptophan residue is shielded from the solvent. The
absence of a spectral shift or enhancement in ␤-galactosidase is understandable given its large number of
tryptophan residues since it is unlikely that a significant fraction of these are highly quenched. These re-

FIG. 22. Emission spectra of DNA labeled with DAPI (donor) and
acridine orange (acceptor) between quartz plates and silver island
films. The spectra are normalized to the donor emission. The concentration of DNA in 100 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7, was 2 mM as
base pairs. The concentration of DAPI and acridine orange were 1
per 100 bp and 1 per 7000 bp, respectively.
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These spectra show increased emission from these
bases occurs in the presence of the silver islands. Similar results were obtained for the single-stranded oligonucleotides poly(T) and poly(C) (Fig. 20). The longwavelength emission maximum of poly(C) is in
agreement with that reported previously (45). Additionally, we have observed enhanced emission from
double-helical DNA near silver islands and the increased emission was accompanied by a decreased lifetime (46). These results could be of importance for the
growing use of DNA arrays or gene chips (47– 49) or
attempts to sequence DNA using a single strand of
DNA (50 –52).
Effects of Silver Islands on Resonance Energy
Transfer

FIG. 23. Frequency-domain DAPI donor decays when bound to
DNA.

sults suggest that silver islands can result in increased
emission from quenched aromatic amino acid residues
in proteins. Further work is required to determine if
the protein structures are perturbed by contact with
the silver islands.
Effects of Silver Islands on Nucleic Acid Bases
and DNA
The intrinsic emission from DNA, nucleotides, and
nucleic acid bases is very weak (41– 43) and is difficult
to observe even with modern instrumentation (45, 46).
We questioned whether silver islands could enhance
this weak intrinsic fluorescence. Emission spectra of
the bases adenine and thymine are shown in Fig. 19.

Resonance energy transfer is widely used in biochemical (53–55) and biomedical research (56, 57).
RET occurs whenever fluorophores with suitable spectral properties come within the Forster distance R 0 .
Forster distances range from 20 to 40 Å, and are rarely
larger than 50 Å. Theoretical studies of donors and
acceptors at appropriate locations near metal particles
have been predicted to increase the rates of energy
transfer by a factor of 100-fold or larger at distances as
long as 700 Å (7, 8). To the best of our knowledge there
have been no experimental demonstrations of increased energy transfer near metal surfaces.
We examined the effects of silver island films on RET
between the donor rhodamine 6G (R6G) and acceptor
DODCI when dissolved in a homogeneous solution.
Emission spectra of this mixture are shown in Fig. 21.
The presence of silver islands results in a dramatic
drop in the donor intensity (top panel). The lower panel
of Fig. 21 shows the emission spectra normalized to the
donor emission. In this case the dramatic increase in
acceptor emission becomes more apparent. Since we
have already shown that the islands have no effect on
rhodamine B under our conditions (Fig. 4, above), the
intensity decrease seen in Fig. 19 is attributed to increased energy transfer to DODCI. This interpretation
is supported by the increase in acceptor emission.

TABLE 4

Photophysical Parameters of [Ru(bpy) 2(dppz)] 2⫹ in Water–Dimethylformamide (DMF) Mixtures
% DMF (v/v)

Qa

Q m/Q

 (ns)

k nr (ns ⫺1)

⌫ (ns ⫺1)

I S/I Q (obs)

I S/I Q (calc) b

100
98
95
90
10

0.0112
0.0085
0.0054
0.0027
0.008

2.2
2.9
3.4
4.3
6.4

139.4
113.4
80.2
42.2
12.9

0.0071
0.0087
0.0124
0.0236
0.0775

8 ⫻ 10 ⫺5
7.5 ⫻ 10 ⫺5
6.7 ⫻ 10 ⫺5
6.4 ⫻ 10 ⫺5
6.2 ⫻ 10 ⫺5

2.0
2.9
3.4
4.3
6.4

2.57
2.92
3.56
4.60
6.04

a
b

The quantum yields are measured relative to [Ru(bpy) 3] 2⫹ in air-equilibrated water with an assumed quantum yield of 0.02.
Calculated using Eq. [A7] with G F ⫽ 254, G A ⫽ 16, d m ⫽ 8 Å, and d q ⫽ 40 Å fixed.
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TABLE 5

Multiexponential Analysis of the DAPI Donor Intensity Decay in the Absence and Presence of Acceptor and Silver Islands
Sample

 (ns) a

␣1

 1 (ns)

␣2

 2 (ns)

␣3

 3 (ns)

 R2

DAPI-DNA, C
DAPI-DNA, Q
DAPI-DNA, S
DAPI-AO-DNA, C
DAPI-AO-DNA, Q
DAPI-AO-DNA, S

2.93
2.80
2.39
2.56
2.31
1.37

0.278
0.311
0.447
0.497
0.449
0.599

0.63
0.16
0.09
0.50
0.24
0.09

0.722
0.391
0.414
0.503
0.419
0.293

3.11
1.15
1.29
2.91
1.64
0.59

—
0.298
0.139
—
0.132
0.108

—
3.62
3.70
—
3.71
2.22

2.1
2.2
2.1
3.5
2.4
4.0

a

 ⫽ ¥ i f i  2 , f i ⫽ ␣ i f i /¥ f i  i .

As a final experiment we examined resonance energy
transfers from DAPI to acridine orange (AO) when
bound to double-helical calf thymus DNA (Fig. 22). In
this case the bulk concentrations of the donor and
acceptor are lower because they are held in close proximity by the DNA. There is a dramatic increase in the
acceptor emission near 520 nm which we believe is due
to a metal-enhanced increase in the extent of energy
transfer. This interpretation is supported by the frequency-domain intensity decays of the DAPI donor
(Fig. 23). The mean decay time of the donor alone ( D)
decreases from 2.80 ns between the quartz plates to
2.39 ns between the silver islands (Table 5). In contrast, for DAPI in the presence of acceptor the mean
decay time ( DA) decreases nearly twofold, from 2.31 to
1.37 ns between quartz and silver islands, respectively.
These results indicate a significant increase in energy
transfer near the silver islands.
DISCUSSION

The results described above represent the first step
in using metallic surface-enhanced fluorescence for
biochemical research. The results are qualitative because only a small fraction of the sample volume is
within the volume affected by the silver islands. Nonetheless, the results demonstrate that metallic surfaces
can result in substantial changes in the spectral properties of biochemical fluorophores and, importantly,
increased quantum yields from weakly fluorescent
molecules. One can imagine numerous opportunities
when using these effects of metallic surfaces, including
detection of DNA based on its intrinsic fluorescence,
observation of weakly fluorescent residues in proteins,
detection of membranes adjacent to metal surfaces
based on spectral shifts of polarity-sensitive fluorophores, and detection of binding events using weakly
fluorescent probes which become localized near the
metal surfaces. Additionally, the metal-induced increase in energy transfer may allow immunoassays
and DNA hybridization measurements with widely
spaced donors and acceptors.

APPENDIX
Model for Fluorescence Intensities and Intensity Decays
for Samples between Silver Island Films

The samples used in this article are spatially heterogeneous with an overall thickness d (Scheme 1). The
sample contains a dominant volume distant from the
SIFs which we call the bulk volume. There is a region
of thickness d q immediately adjacent to the SIFs where
the emission is quenched. At distance d q from the
quartz plates there is a region of thickness d m where
the emission is enhanced by the metal. This geometric
model is used to simplify the actual situation where
both the quenching and enhancement interactions depend on distance. In the bulk solution the quantum
yields and lifetimes are given by
Q0 ⫽

⌫
,
⌫ ⫹ k nr

[A1]

0 ⫽

1
.
⌫ ⫹ k nr

[A2]

In our experiments we examined the intensity using
front face excitation. In the absence of SIFs between
the quartz plate the intensity is given by
I Q ⫽ I 0 dC ⑀ 0 Q 0 ,

[A3]

where I 0 is the incident intensity, c is the concentration, and ⑀ 0 is the extinction coefficient. The fluorescence intensity from the sample between SIFs is more
complex. The metal increases the emission rate to G F⌫.
We can imagine two limiting cases: one where the
metal affects the fluorescence emission, and a second
where the metal also affects the amount of light absorbed or, equivalently, the extinction coefficient. This
effect is represented by an effective extinction coefficient ⑀ m ⫽ G A⑀ 0 in the enhancement region where G A is
the factor increase in light absorption. If the effects of
the metal are the same for absorption and emission
then G A ⫽ G F ⫽ G. If the effects are not equivalent
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